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TOPPAN MERRILL. Expand Possible.

Delivering speed, accuracy and expertise  
for global regulatory filings.
Built on the Microsoft® Office® platform, Bridge integrates seamlessly and intuitively with the tools you already use, 
unlocking full control, collaboration and confidence to meet SEC and other global regulatory disclosure requirements. A truly 
hassle-free approach to financial content management and regulatory disclosure compliance. Count on Bridge to improve 
efficiencies, reduce risk and drive business success for SEC and global regulatory disclosures, proxy statements and 
annual reporting. 

Bridge is intuitive technology that works with your reporting team to make disclosure content management easier, faster 
and more accurate. Generate precise EDGAR and iXBRL submissions and other global regulatory filings automatically. 
Enjoy peace of mind with ironclad security protocols. Perfect and distribute financial disclosure documents with error-free 
confidence. From secure document content management, to design & publishing, print & distribution, EDGAR & iXBRL 
filings and SEDAR filings, we can lend a hand at every step along the way.
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Technology you can count on against your 
toughest deadlines
Intuitive Integration
Leverage your Excel®, Word and PowerPoint® data to the Microsoft® Office® enabled Bridge platform for quick, easy 
content creation that reflects live updates to your data. Change once, change everywhere.

EDGAR and iXBRL Expertise
Automatically generate precise EDGAR and iXBRL compliant submissions to meet SEC, ESMA and other 
regulatory filing requirements. Maintain ongoing compliance with US GAAP, IFRS and ESEF Taxonomies.

Team Collaboration
Grant team members permission to edit, comment, track changes and review past versions—in real time—all on 
one shared, secure platform.

Vital Accuracy, Enhanced Speed 
Utilizing Excel data linking functionality, disclosure documents always reflect the latest changes to your financials. 
Reduce errors and improve cycle times. 

Security
ISO 27001:2013 and SOC 2 Type II which means your documents are protected by the most rigorous  
security standards.

“[Bridge] is excellent but more than that your team that we work with day to 
day is amazing. They are always right there if we have any questions or need 
help with our folios. Thanks!”

– External Reporting | Refuse Systems Industry


